GENERAL LEGAL INFORMATION AND PRIVACY POLICY
We wish to point out that by accessing the Web pages of the Walliserhof Grand-Hotel
& Spa (hereinafter referred to as walliserhof-saasfee.ch) you are accepting the
following conditions.

I. Scope
The Web pages of walliserhof-saasfee.ch are not intended for use by persons who are not authorized to
access them according to the legal system they are subject to.

II. Information
Although walliserhof-saasfee.ch creates its Web pages with care and maintains them
scrupulously, we cannot assume any guarantee in respect of the correctness,
accuracy, topicality, reliability or completeness of this information (in particular
regarding prices, online calculations). The information available on the Web pages
should not be considered as a recommendation or an offer/proposal unless explicitly
stated as such for individual points.
walliserhof-saasfee.ch reserves the right to change or update the information on its
Web pages and the products or programs described on them at any time and without
prior notice. Likewise, walliserhof-saasfee.ch reserves the right to interrupt or block
access to the Web pages or parts thereof at any time, if deemed necessary by
walliserhof-saasfee.ch at its own discretion (for instance for security reasons).

III. Exclusions of Liability
Your use of the Internet or the Web pages of walliserhof-saasfee.ch as well as all
related links, hyperlinks and web addresses is strictly at your own risk. walliserhofsaasfee.ch cannot guarantee the error-free functioning of the hardware and software.
Please note that the Web pages may contain technical inaccuracies or typographical

errors. walliserhof-saasfee.ch declines all liability for any claims in connection with its
Web pages, particularly for any direct, indirect or consequential damage/loss, which in
any manner whatsoever arise in connection with the use of the Internet and the
aforementioned Web pages. In particular, no liability whatsoever will be accepted for
loss of profit, business interruption, loss of programs or any other data from your
information systems. This still applies, even if walliserhof-saasfee.ch is explicitly
notified of the possibility of such damage/loss. Liability is excluded for the following:
e.g. Internet system errors, damage caused by third parties, imported data of any
kind (viruses, worms, Trojans, logic bombs or other harmful components and
elements which are not listed by name here), as well as for links from walliserhofsaasfee.ch to other websites. walliserhof-saasfee.ch also explicitly states that it will
likewise offer no guarantee nor accept any responsibility for the content and structure
of pages which can be selected via a hyperlink. Nor will walliserhof-saasfee.ch in any
way offer a guarantee or accept responsibility for websites from which the walliserhofsaasfee.ch Web pages can be selected via a hyperlink walliserhof-saasfee.ch has no
control over the content and form of any non-walliserhof-saasfee.ch Web pages.

IV. Author’s Rights and Copyright
All elements which appear on the websites of walliserhof-saasfee.ch are protected by
copyright. The downloading, printing, copying, saving and processing of the content of
the websites, wholly or partially may only be undertaken for private purposes. The
complete or partial reproduction, transfer (electronically or by other means),
modification, linking or use of the walliserhof-saasfee.ch websites for public or
commercial purposes is prohibited without prior written permission from walliserhofsaasfee.ch unless the pictures, information or data concerned have been expressly
authorized by walliserhof-saasfee.ch for specified purposes (such as, for example,
downloading pictures). In the case of authorized downloading and printing of
individual pages or parts thereof, the copyright notices and other legally protected
names may not be removed but must be preserved and passed on.

V. Applicable Law and Place of Jurisdiction

All legal disputes arising in connection with access to the websites of walliserhofsaasfee.ch are subject to Swiss law (excluding conflict of laws and international
conventions). The sole place of jurisdiction is Basel (Swiss National Insurance
Company Ltd) or Bottmingen (Swiss National Life Ltd).

VI. Contact
If you have any queries about or comments on our legal information or privacy policy
please contact us at info@walliserhof-saasfee.ch

